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Abstract 
Many analytical shape grammars have been developed since Stiny first introduce shape 
grammar theory in the 1970s. But most of these grammars are only for "reading a style" 
instead of being used. Because these grammars usually are lack of proper structure for a 
user to know when to apply which rule and for an individual rule it is difficult to tell what 
the rule is for without the author's explanation. The grammar by Li for teaching the style 
of the Yingi^ao fashi, on the other hand, is deliberately organized in order to create a user 
friendly grammar. The study presented here is an implementation for Li's grammar as a 
plug-in called 3D ting tang generator, written in AutoLisp for AutoCAD, which can 
produce 3-dimensional ting tang design according to Li's grammar. 
The implementation works for existing shape grammars has been few. Most of the 
implementations focus on how to represent shapes, rules, and labels in shape grammar. 
Because of the contrast between the visual nature of shape grammars and the inherently 
symbolic nature of the underlying computer representations and processing, most of the 
existing interpreters for shape grammar implement basic grammars with large limitations 
in rule number, shape transformation and so on. 3D ting tang generator, on the other hand, 
implements an analytical grammar with large number of rules with a different approach. 
The representation of shape grammar mechanism is surpassed by the process of rule 
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application in this 3D ting tang generator. It is a test to see how a structured grammar can 
facilitate the implementation and if this grammar is structured enough. 
Base on the framework of Li's grammar, the process of creating a ting tang design is 
completed in 3 stages, each of which consists of several steps. A step may include one rule 
or a rule module consisting of a number of rules. What the user decides and when she 
decides it is emphasized more then the rules. A serial of dialog windows will guide the 
user to set the parameters and choose the rules. Only a small number of rules in the 
original grammar are shown in the user. What's more the dynamic presentation of these 
rules in the generator is different from their original form. An implementation can be 
pragmatic and the computer actually offers us a richer media more then automation to 
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Introduction 
Structuring analytical shape grammar 
The applicadon of shape grammar can be categorize into two different types. One is for 
original design purpose. The other is for analyze existing style or designs. For an analytical 
grammar, it may be aimed for create new designs of the existing style, too. The analytic 
application of shape grammar include ice ray grammar for Chinese lattice (Stiny, 1977), 
the Palladian villa plans (Stiny and Michelle, 1978), Japanese tea room (Knight, 1981), the 
Queen Anne house (Flemming, 1987), traditional Taiwanese building (Chiou and 
Krishnamurti, 1995) and so on. 
Figure 1. A summery of shape grammar applications (from Chau, 2004). 
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Comparing to the existing shape grammars for original design, analytical grammar usually 
have more rules. The original design grammars usually are more abstractive while the 
analytical grammars must deal with the complexity of an existing style so that the grammar 
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itself cannot avoid some details of the style. The rules in an analytical grammar are often 
grouped into several sections according to the construction process of a design which is 
not necessary the real process to create the design in practice'. The Queen Annie house 
grammar consists of two sections and the total rule number is 45 (17 + 48). The total rule 
number of the Palladian grammar is 70 and there are 100 rules in the coffee maker 
grammar. One may think that the rule number is just a superficial fact that of less 
importance. However, it will affect the usability of the grammar. The larger the rule 
number, the more effort is needed to structure them properly. For many grammars, it is 
not easy to understand what the rules are doing when looking at the rules themselves. 
One rule usually is a very small step in the construction and with little explicit information 
for the user to see from the rule itself to tell what the rule is for. The user must rely on the 
explanation of the author of the grammar to know what each rule do. Liew (2004b, 12) 
pointed out that "some grammars permit the user to develop a dead-end state". It is not 
easy for the user to find out what each rule is for so that the user won't know when to 
apply the rule. If the user applies a rule at a wrong time, there might be a dead-end state. 
In this sense, many analytical grammars fulfill the task of encoding a style into shape 
grammar but failed in designing grammar for the user to use. A user friendly grammar or 
as Li (2001) called, designerly grammar should facilitate the user to find information of 
when and how to apply the rules mostly in the rules not solely from the author's 
explanation. 
‘ S h a p e grammar is "weak theory of style" according to Knight (1999-2000). It is not necessary for a grammar to mimic 
historical reality, for example, the real construction procedure of a building or the real design process to gain a design. 
But "the more compelling a grammar is, though, the more it may seem to correspond to historical reality." (Knight, 
1999-2000) 
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Analytical grammar may not only be "read", that is to encoding a style into shape 
grammar, they can be used. Being used here is two folded. When Knight (1999-2000) 
talking about the new analytical grammars by Colakoglu (a traditional housing type in 
Bosnia), Durate (dwelling house designed by Siza in Malagueira, Portugal) and Li (the 
wooden-framed building according to the book of the Ying^o fas hi), she classifies these 
work to a new type of analytical grammar. As she put it, "Unlike earlier analytical 
grammars, these grammars are being developed with very specific practical or pedagogical 
goals in mind. They are not just meant to be "read". They are meant to be used." Knight's 
opinion reflects the first fold of analytical grammar being used, that they can be used not 
only creating existing designs but also new designs in the style. The second fold of being 
used is that analytical grammar should be carefully designed to be user friendly. This idea 
is embodied by Li's grammar of the Ying^ao fashi style (Li, 2001). 
The ting tang grammar by Li is aimed for teaching the style of the ting tang. "The grammar 
is being structured in such a way that it can be used by students to generate and explore 
variations of the system" (Knight, 1999-2000). Not only the fact that the goal of this 
grammar is clearly declared is different from the former analytical grammars, but also the 
way the rules are structured is different from the earlier grammars. The grammar is 
carefully structured not only by the construction process of the plan, the section, and the 
elevation in one linear dimension. Instead, seven drawings and nine descriptions form the 
final design in two dimensions. Li specified the different types of steps: the steps the 
descriptions are completed and the steps where the drawings of the design are changed. 
For the process where the drawing is changed, some steps are independent from other 
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steps while some steps are decided by other steps. So the rules are structured according to 
these different kinds of steps. 
Liew (2004) introduced new devices, descriptors (figure 1) , to shape grammar aiming for 
facilitating the user to know what the rule is about, when to apply a rule and letting the 
user find out the structure between different rules. Among these descriptors, the directive 
and rule-set are the two that enhance shape grammar's structure. Other descriptors are for 
applying single rules. 
Figure 2. Six phase of rule application process specified by Liew (2004) and the corresponding 
descriptors (shown in italics) for each phase. From Liew (2004). 
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These are the two works that begin to draw attention to the process of applying rules and 
try to make this attention explicit in the rules themselves. They put forward the idea that 
the rules in a shape grammar should be treated differently and structured to make the 
grammar designerly. How about implementation? The implementation should be 
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deliberately structured, too, in order to be a useful for the designer-centered generative 
work. A structured grammar sure will facilitate the implementation. But does a well 
structured written grammar is structured enough for an interpreter? What else is needed 
particular for an interpreter? 
Shape grammar implementation 
As a formal theory for computing shape, shape grammar "naturally lead to computer 
implementation" (Tapia, 1999). Li and Lau (2004) categorized two types of shape 
grammar interpreters. One is the interpreters supporting the grammar "intended as design 
tool". They are called synthetic interpreter. The other is the interpreters supporting 
analytical grammars, known as analytic interpreter. Both types of existing shape grammar 
interpreters are limited in opposite way according to Li (2004). For the synthetic 
interpreters, they usually support "emergence and matching under multiple 
transformations but not extensive labeling and parameterization". GEdit (Tapia, 1999) is 
an example of this kind. The analytic interpreters, on the other hand, have "extensive 
labeling and parameterization but not emergence and matching under multiple 
transformations". The set-based interpreter for the section of ting tang by Li and Lau (2004) 
is of this kind. 
No matter what kind of shape grammar interpreter, two aspects must consider for 
implementation: one, the representation of shapes, labels, rules and grammars; two, user's 
interaction with the interpreter. The representation issue arises because of the contrast 
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between the visual quality of shape grammar and the symbolic processing mechanism of 
the programming languages. As Gips (1999) pointed: 
"The tension in computer implementation of shape grammars is the tension between the 
visual nature of shape grammars and the people who want to use them and the 
inherently embolic nature of the underlying computer representations andprocessing.“ 
When Tapia (1999) discussing why little effort has been directed to computer 
implementations, he mentioned that one of the factors lead to this lack of devotion to 
implementation has been "the relative complexity of the underlying algorithms, despite 
the elegance and simplicity of the underlying mechanism [of shape grammar]." 
Chase (2002) brought up another factor of the lack of user interaction with the system 
that slows down the developing of shape grammar interpreters. When reviewing the shape 
grammar implementation works available, he considered GEdit by Tapia (1999) one that 
stood out among the existing shape grammar interpreters because it has been the first one 
that pays attention to interface design. 
Many studies devoted to the first aspect aiming for finding the proper structure of shape 
representation, shape transformation for shape grammar and supporting emergence. Few 
studies pay attention to the second aspect that is to explore the user interaction with an 
interpreter. Chase (2002) proposed some possible models of user interaction mode for 
grammar-base production system. Li (2005) pointed out that before design the interface 
for shape grammar interpreter, some issue at a more general level should be addressed 
first. That is what he called "the model of designer-centered generative design". We must 
know how shape grammar supports this model or impedes this model of work and then 
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find out what the interpreter's role in this model of work. Li considered a 
designer-friendly interpreter should be a tool to mediate the model and shape grammar 
formalism. 
3D ting tang generator 
The set-based interpreter for the ting tang section is an interpreter that implements part of 
the large scheme defined by Li's grammar. The rules for the ting tang section involve rich 
contents such as non-deterministic rule applying process and deterministic rule applying 
process, the steps constructing both the drawing and the description with the steps 
changing shape or deals labels only. The rules are presented in the same format as in the 
original written grammar. For the deterministic process, the user can either choose the 
only applicable rule in each step manually or the can let the interpreter complete it 
automatically. This automatic function is a feature that an interpreter can offer while 
written grammar cannot. The preview function is another feature endowed by the 
interpreter. 
Li's interpreter implements part of the grammar he defined. It is designed to be a tool for 
the user to create the ting tang section according to grammar. The work presented here is a 
plug-in program named the 3D ting tang generator (the generator) written AutoLisp in 
AutoCAD which can produce 3-dimenstional ting tang buildings according to the book of 
the Yingzao fashi based on Li's grammar. Li's grammar is intended to be structured 
designerly. This implementation will be a test to find out how the structured grammar 
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facilitates the development of the interpreter and some of the devices introduced by Liew 
will be embodied in the interpreter to test how they can be used in implementation. 
What I focus on here is a small part of the big picture of the designer-centered generative 
design defined by Li. I present the user a program that have the rules of a analytical 
grammar built-in which the user can use to create designs in the language defined by the 
grammar. Many analytical grammars produce abstractive designs while the generator will 
extent the abstractive drawing to complete 3-demensitonal model. The generator offers 
the user "a process-centered simulation" (Li 2001, 49). The underlying implementation is 
not shape grammar but merely simulate the effect of applying shape rule. The user will 
produce a ting tang step by step according to Li's grammar. By using the generator, the user 
will know what decisions are needed for building a ting tang. 
The rules in Li's grammar are the basic material for me to form this process for the user 
and actually Li already organized these rules in his written grammar from the user's 
perspective. Because of the nature of the written grammar, the user must see all the rules 
in order to achieve the final design. The user is the one move the process and the user 
have full control of the process. However, in a manually execution of a grammar, the user 
has to deal with every single steps including those housekeeping steps. In an automated 
interpreter, the user can be set free from these uninteresting steps and stay focus on those 
"meaningful" steps where she can explore the design space. Also, the interpreter not only 
helps the user for the housekeeping but also is the media where the user experiences the 
process and the guide for the user in the process. In an interpreter, the author has the 
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opportunity to choose what rule is shown to the user and what rule is hidden. Moreover, 
the author of the interpreter can present those rules shown to the user differently from 
their original forms. 
How the analytical interpreters present the rules varies in different interpreters. The 
set-base interpreter for the Ying^ao fashi shows the rules in their original shape grammar 
format. The rules in the coffee maker interpreter are shown in textual format describing 
the rule functions. Duarte's interpreter (Duarte, 2001) for generating mass housing in 
Malagueira does not show the rules to the user. The user's task in this interpreter is not 
choosing rules but specify the program data (the constraints for the housing program 
including context, topology and morphology) for the interpreter to trigger the relevant 
rules to be applied. The generator takes an approach in between Duarte's and Li's that is 
to show some of the rules, the way the generator giving the user feedback of choosing 
rule and setting parameter is different from the Malagueira interpreter where the user first 
make all the decision and requirement needed and then program show the user the 
designs fulfill the requirement according to the decision the user make. In the generator, 
once the user make a decision, the result will be shown to the user immediately. In this 
way, the user will know what decisions are needed and how her each decision affects the 
design. 
There are some advantages of using AutoCAD. As a drafting program, any shape, 2D or 
3D, can be drawn from scratch and stored so it is no need to rewrite functions for 
creating and manipuladng graphic object such as lines and solids. The user can view the 
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virtual model in the AutoCAD environment with the existing setups. The DXF file in 
AutoCAD is easily portable to 3D printing equipment to get physical model. 
There are also disadvantages of using AutoCAD. Graphic interface is extremely limited in 
AutoCAD environment. The dialog windows can be graphic but command execution can 
only be carried out after it close. No preview for each action for the user. AutoCAD is 
design for direct graphic object handling. The user can always modify a graphic object 
directly on the screen without any limitation. The plug-in program cannot prevent the 
user to do so and cannot response for direct object manipulation. 
As a shape grammar interpreter, it would be ideal to include the useful devices from shape 
grammar, for example, the derivation. But this work does not include the derivation as in 
Li's interpreter. The model space in AutoCAD is limited and it does not support 
multi-object presentation in one file. This limitation of with no derivation will be partially 




SHAPE GRAMMAR: WRITTEN GRAMMAR AND IMPLEMENTATONS 
Shape grammar 
Shape grammar theory was introduced by Stiny. It is a formal theory for directly 
computing shapes. Stiny (1980) defined shape as "a limited arrangement of straight lines 
defined in a Cartesian coordinate system with real axes and an associated Euclidean 
metric". The transformation of shapes can be translation, scaling, rotation, reflection or 
finite compositions of them. The transformation is denoted as t. the parameter assignment 
for the shape is denoted as g. Each grammar comprises of an initial shape and one or 
several shape rules. By applying the shape rules to the initial shape, it is transformed into 
new shape. If the shape at the left hand side of a rule is the sub shape of the current 
design (shape), this rule is applicable. The result of applying the rule is that the shape at 
the left hand side is erased from the current design (shape) and the shape at the right hand 
side is added to the current design (shape). We can use the following expression describe 
this rule application: 
For a rule r ^ -> B, if t(g(A) < C, then C - t(g(A) + t(g(h). 
C is the current shape. A and B are the shape at the left hand side and the right hand side 
of the rule. 
Figure 3 is a shape grammar with one rule (March, 1996). 
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Figure 3(a). A shape grammar with one shape rule (left) and its initial shape (right). 
Shape rule: Initial shape: 
Figure 3(b). Three design in the language defined by the grammar in figure 2(a). 
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Written grammars 
All the application of shape grammars in figure 1 summarized by Chau are written 
grammars on paper and the user use the grammar by manually applying the rules. Some of 
the grammars then have been implemented. So here I categorize two types of work on 
shape grammar application. One is the written grammar and the other is the shape 
grammar implementation. 
How do we observe these written grammars? We can categorize these grammars by 
different criteria. The two entities in a grammar are the rules and the designs. It is obvious 
that there are at least two types of grammars depending on the sequence the author get 
these two entities in hand. The rules in some grammars are written by the author from 
scratch. The author of this kind of grammar usually uses the grammar for creating original 
design. Some grammar is obtained by the author inferring rules from some existing styles 
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or what we call a corpus. The author's aim may be two folded. The primary goal is to use 
grammar as a tool to decipher the existing style. Some author may aim to use this 
grammar to create new designs that is of the style. Hence by observing the two entities in 
a shape grammar, we have three different grammar types, the one for original designs, the 
one for analyzing the existing design (analytical grammar) and a third one that is hybrid 
grammar (Knight, 1999-2000). 
Shape grammar can be used for characterize style (language of designs). Stiny and Mitchell 
(1978) give three criteria for understanding a style and Li (2001, Vol 1，）summarized their 
explanation as following: 
“...three criteria for evaluating a characteri^tion of a language of designs: 
11t should specify new designs in the language; 
2 It should evaluate whether a newly obtained design is a member of the language; and 
3 It should explain the perceived likeness of the designs. ” 
An analytical grammar can fulfill these criteria because that, one, a grammar is a generative 
system which can produce new designs in the language; two, we can evaluate a newly 
obtained design by using the grammar to create it to see if it is a member of the language 
or not; three, the grammar itself is the explanation to the perceived likeness of the designs. 
Analytical grammars 
The application of shape grammar can be categorized into two types depending on the 
objective of the grammar. So we have grammars for original design and grammars for 
analyzing existing designs or styles, which can be called as analytical grammars. 
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The paper describes the grammar for Chinese window lattice by Sdny (1977) has two 
grammars for two types of window lattices. One is for the lattice pattern that consists of 
square cells. The other is a pattern that is achieved by iteratively sub dividing the window. 
The grammar for the second type is a parametric grammar that has five rules in it. This 
grammar is outstanding. It is one of the earliest shape grammar applications with 
succinctness and profundity. As an analytical grammar, it is unusual with a very small rule 
number. This is partially because the subject of this grammar is relatively simple of which 
the task is dividing area with limited boundary. Another reason for this small rule number 
is that it is parameterized. One parameterized rule in the grammar is a generalization of 
many different conditions that have some common properties. This grammar grasps the 
essence of dividing a window to create the icy ray pattern. One can observe the rules and 
then imagine a Chinese artisan at the building site working on a window subdividing. The 
derivation of a design using the grammar “could well comprise the frames in a motion 
picture of the artisan creating his design!" (Stiny, 1977) 
Shape grammar implementations 
According to Chou's (2004) lists for shape grammar implementation works, the earliest 
shape grammar interpreters was the Simple interpreter by Gips 1975 using SAIL. Here I 
only review those with sufficient references including some early ones and mostly recent 
works. 
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Table 1. Shape grammar interpreter examples extracted from table 1 in Chau et al (2004) 
with supplements. 
Name Reference Programming 2D/ Shape Synthetic/ 
tool(s) 3D emergence Analytic 
1 Shape grammar Krishnamurti, conventional 2 Y 
interpreter 1982 language 
2 Queen Anne Flemming, PROLOG 2 N Analytic 
houses 1987 
3 Shape grammar Chase, 1989 PROLOG 2 Y Synthetic 
system 
1 ~ G E d i t S Tapia, 1999 L I ^ 2 Y Synthetic 
5 Shape grammar Piazaalunga ACIS 3 N Synthetic 
interpreter and Fitzhom, Scheme 
6 SG-Clips Chien et al, Clips 2/3 N Synthetic 
ms 
7 3D Architecture Wang, 1998 Java/Open 3 N Synthetic 
Form Synthesizer, Inventor 
8 Coffee maker Agarwal et al, Java 2/3 N Analytic/ 
grammar 1998 Synthetic 
~ Shaper 2D McGill，2001 Java 2 N Synthetic — 
10 A set-based shape Li, 2004 Flash/Action 2 N Analytic 
grammar Script 
interpreter 
11 Interpreter for Duarte, 2001 Java/Clips 3 N Analytic/ 
PAHPA-Malagueira Synthetic 
grammar 
Chase's shape grammar system: user interaction mode and emergence 
Chase (1989) implemented a generic shape grammar system based on his exploration on 
representing shapes "as individuals made up of maximal lines and labeled points". He first 
distinguished three mood of how a designer (user) could interact with a shape grammar 
system. They are deterministic, nondeterministic^ and autopilot modes. The deterministic 
2 The words deterministic and nondeterministic here are different from what they mean when referring to the rule 
application process. The deterministic here means that the decision is made by the user and nondeterministic means 
that the decision is not made by the user. In rule application process, deterministic means that the process is decided 
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mode denotes that the when applying a rule, the user determines which rule to choose and 
which part of the current design this rule is apply to. In the non-deterministic mode, the 
user chooses a rule then the system calculates all the possible transformation and shows 
the resultant rule application for the user to choose (GEdit by Tapia applies this mode). In 
autopilot modes, the system chooses the rule, calculates the transformation possibilities 
and selects one possibility for the user. 
The shown interactive Prolog session except its last segment in Chase (1989) is of the 
deterministic mode. When applying a rule, the user is asked to pick the shape points on 
the current design to tell the system where to apply the rule. The user inputs the directions 
in the query window according to the prompt. After getting the user's direction, the 
system takes some calculation which is not shown to the user to determine whether the 
rule is applicable to the user specified part. The last segment of this interactive session is 
an example where the system finds all the embedded rectangles. 
Chase's shape grammar system supports emergence. In the example session (see figure 4), 
the rule is to rotate a square by 45 degree. In order to apply this rule, the user first specify 
the three vertexes of the square on the current design by inputting their coordinates in the 
query window to tell the system how she observe the current design and where she want 
the rule to apply. Then the system will find if the rule can be applied under the user's 
specification. 
procedure where the user has no choice on which rule to apply and noncleterministic means that in such process the 
user has different options on rules. 
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Figure 4. A sample interaction session (from Chase, 1989) 
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GEdit and Shaper 2D: graphic interface 
GEdit (Tapia, 1999) and shaper 2D (McGill, 2001) are two synthetic shape grammar 
interpreters both with graphic interface for rule presentation and direct shape and rule 
manipulation. GEdit supports emergence while shaper 2D does not. 
GEdit is the first shape grammar interpreter that allows the user to specify a rule from 
drawing rather than from textual form. The process of authoring a grammar and applying 
rules in this grammar in GEdit is divided to several parts that take place in three windows, 
the initial shape window, the rule window and the possibilities window. The first step is to 
specify an initial shape in the initial shape window and at least one rule in the rule window. 
Then the user chooses a rule to apply to the initial shape. The result of applying this rule is 
shown in the window of possibilities since there might be many different results by 
applying one rule to the current shape and some of them may not be expected by the user 
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when emergence is included. Then the user chooses one possibility from this window to 
finish the rule application. 
Tapia avoids menu bars and dialog window because he considers that they will distract the 
user's attention. But it is a distraction that the user has to learn a specified way to write a 
rule for GEdit. The shape for the rule has to be prepared in some other drawing program. 
The user has to use different line type and line color to distinguish the pattern shapes and 
the replace shapes in one drawing instead of using shape grammar's format which 
separate the before and after state with a arrow. Tapia explains that "representing a rule in 
this way as a single shape corresponds to the way rules are actually stored: the pattern, the 
lines added and the lines erased". But letting the user to create a rule in a way that follows 
the underlying store mode instead of in shape grammar fashion will confused the user. 
The actual store form is a low-level issue that the developer should care but not the user. 
McGill's aim of developing Shaper2D is to create a "microworld" of shape grammar to 
help people learn how shape grammar works. The user can specify the rules, apply them 
and view the designs within this micorworld unlike in GEdit some task must be 
accomplished with other program outside the interpreter. The grammar implemented in 
Shaper2D is basic additive grammar with one or two rules. The shapes in Shaper2D are 
restricted to four kind, square, rectangle, equilateral triangle and isosceles triangle. The 
user composes rules by directly manipulating the chosen shapes in spatial relation panel 
and choosing the position for label on shapes in the rule panel. The results of these 
operations are shown to the user dynamically. The idea of creating a microworld does 
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enable Shaper2D to be an integrated independent system for the user to explore the 
spatial relationship between shapes and how the relationship affects the rules and the final 
design. Also, the instant feedback of the user's operation is a big break through for 
implementation of shape grammar and interface design for shape grammar. Computer 
implementation is not only a complement for written grammar but also bring new to 
shape grammar. Interpreters not only carry out the rules. They also present the rules in a 
different way from written grammar. This not only facilitate the user to understand the 
spatial relationship and shape grammar's working mechanism, but also reflects the kernel 
of shape grammar, that is to compute and manipulate shapes directly. 
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Chapter 2 
UNDERSTANDING THE TASK OF CREATING TING TANG 
Model of work 
Li (2005) points out that the model of designers work has been overlooked in discussions 
of shape grammar interpreters. This is related to the usefulness of shape grammar 
interpreters. Usefulness helps make the right product while usability makes the product 
right (Mirel, 2004). The usefulness of an interpreter precedes its usability, which is mainly 
about the interface. 
Figure 5. Model of designer-centered generative work defined by Li (2005). The gray area shows 
where my study is. 
Define the specifications • Use spmfication& Jo create designs 
T i Evaluate the designs created 
y f 
No The designs generated are the all 
and only target designs 
Yes ，r 
Done 
Shape grammars supports this model of work for generative design because they are 
themselves generative specifications, they support emergence which allow creating 
specifications with freedom as designers and they are graphic which makes them 
appealing to designers. 
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A general interpreter for shape grammar should support the whole model of work so as to 
allow the user to specify grammar, to use the grammar to create design and to revise the 
grammar. The 3D ting tang generator is not a general interpreter. What it supports is only 
part of the task in the model of work, the part where the user uses the grammar to create 
designs. It focuses on how to implement and present the rules, by saying "how to" I do 
not mean finding out the mechanism of representing shapes, labels and rules but for 
figuring out a way to present the user the rules and the decision-making points. 
How to dissect the process into several stages that make sense for the user? What is the 
right way of grouping the rules into modules? Which rule is shown and which is not? The 
main judging criterion used here lays in the rules them themselves. We can ask questions 
about the rules to help us observe the rules. When is the rule applied? Is the rule applied 
in a deterministic process or a non-deterministic one? Is the rule change the shape or only-
change the labels or the state labels? Another judging criterion is from the user's angle. 
What rules are of the user's interest? 
Author of an shape grammar interpreter 
Author of a grammar is not necessary an author of an interpreter. The author of a written 
grammar may not implement her grammar. The author of an interpreter, on the other 
hand, must be a user for the grammar first. There are two reasons for the author of the 
interpreter to be a user for the grammar. One, it will guarantee the implementation work 
done properly. Two, the author of the interpreter may change the grammar. Following the 
model of work of using a grammar to design, there is a phase where if the user is not 
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content with the specifications, she can change the specification. The author of the 
interpreter may want to implement a grammar that not exactly the original one. When 
modifying the grammar for this reason, what she is doing is the same as a common user 
of a grammar. As an author of an interpreter, she may also change the grammar in the way 
that a common user of a grammar usually do not, that is to change the grammar so that it 
is suitable for implementation. Such kind of changes may include altering the way the 
rules represented, restructuring the grammar. Thus, the author of an interpreter for a 
grammar has two roles, the user of the grammar, and the author of the interpreter. 
What does this interpreter offer? 
As a piece of software, the 3D ting tang generator collects the input from the user, executes 
user directions, and shows the output of the result of the user input. As an analytic shape 
grammar interpreter, it implements the previous existing grammar to which the user 
cannot make changes in this limited implementation. 
As a process-centered interpreter, the generator's task should be dissecting the process of 
creating ting tang for the user. When there is a choice, the interpreter asks the user to 
choose. When there is a decision need to make, the interpreter asks the user to decide. 
When no choice or decision is needed, the interpreter takes care of the work of executing 
the rules itself without asking the user. Of course when doing this, we should make sure 
the user knows what the interpreter is doing. 
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Before the interpreter: understanding ting tang and the ting tang grammar 
The ting tang is one of the three main building types mentioned in the Ying^o fashi. The 
structure of a ting tang building is mainly decided by its section format. In the book of the 
Ying^ao fashi (published in 1103AD), there are 18 drawings of ting tang section. For each 
section drawing, there is a textual description. Li (2003) pointed out that the descriptions 
for these drawings are unusual for us modern people. They describe the components, the 
named beam, that forming the space in a building instead of directly telling the space 
dividing. Stiny's comment on description for designs is a good contrast to the descriptions 
in the Ying^ao fashi: 
"...even though designs are technically shapes given bj finite sets of maximal lines, it is 
possible to talk about them in functional or other terms that do not refer directly to 
their component spatial elements. (1981, bold added)" 
The description is the key for understanding the structure of ting tang. These descriptions 
are formal. According to Li, "using the Song descriptions is like putting on Song 
spectacles. This was an unexpected benefit (2003)." The pivotal rules for completing the 
section are those installing the named beam, which at the same time change the 
descriptions. In the Ying^o fashi, the author described the structure of a ting tang by giving 
its section description. 
This implementation aims for creating a complete ting tang design with dimension. In Li's 
Ting tang grammar the final design consist of seven sub-designs. The process of 
completing each sub-design is a step of the computation process. Some of these 
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sub-designs are drawings, others are descriptions. For those drawing sub-designs, the 
drawings are of two different types, diagram and scaled drawings. 
The construction process of the 3-dimensional design in the Ting tang interpreter has three 
stages. The first is to draw the diagram. The second is to importing the dimensions to the 
diagrams to create scaled drawing. The last stage is to install the 3-dimentional 
components. All of these stages are constructed in 3-dimentional drawing space. 
The grammar by Li and the grammar for the generator 
The grammar by Li is an abstractive grammar for the ting tang design. For the structure of 
the ting tang�it leaves out the dougong. For the dimension, it only includes the linear 
dimensions (global dimensions). The final product of the generator is 3-dimensional ting 
tang with dougong sets. So the grammar for this interpreter includes the dougong set and a 
stage that the 3-dimensional components are installed. 
A dougong set is composed of a number of small pieces. The step for adding the dougong set 
treat one dougong set as an individual unit. In first stage of the diagram, the diagrams that 
represent a dougong set in stalled after the jump number of the dougong and the roof type is 
set. 
Li's grammar only include the roof type of xuan shan. I add a second type, xie shan. Most 
of the extant ting tang buildings are of xie shan type. Including this type in the generator 
enriches the language of design defined by the grammar. But unfortunately, the structure 
of the xie shan roof is not stated in the text of the Ying^^ao fashi and the roof structures of 
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the extant buildings vary a lot form one another. The xie shan type added here is by-
referring the extant buildings and with great simplification. The comer beams of the xie 
shan building are left over. The xie shan generated in the generator is far from completed 
and can only be view as a comparison to the xuan shan type. 
The process of creating a ting tang in the generator 
The whole process is linear. The user's task is to specify the parameters and to choose the 
rules where needed. The 3D ting tang generator's task is to show the user when to do what 
and complete the actions after the user's specification. 
Figure 6 and 7 show the process of stage one and two. The left columns are the user's 
choices. The center columns show the generator's task. It is clear from the two charts that 
not all the drawing actions of the generator need the user's choices or decisions. 
In the center column of each chart, the parts are not separate drawings. In Li's grammar 
the final design consists of individual drawings while the final design of the generator is a 
single drawing and at any moment there is only one single 3-dimensional drawing. The 
parts in the charts use Li's drawing names to refer the corresponding portions in the 
3-dimensional drawing. 
Some of the descriptions are included in the rule application process. They are the 
number of rafters (")，the number of bays (//), number of columns in depth � and 
disposition of beams {B). Among these descriptions that gained by rule application, the 
number of rafters and the number of the bays are specified by the user before the rule 
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application process. In the chart, these two descriptions are in the left column showing 
that they are chosen by the user first. The number of columns in depth and the 
disposition of beams are produces with the rule application process. They are in the right 
column showing that they are the result of applying rules. In the second chart, there is no 
right column showing the real generated descriptions. All the descriptions in stage two are 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































beams and columns at section 
广 I 
round purlins at roof 
I 
rafters 
Figure 8. Stage three: installing 3D components. 
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Chapter 3 
THE INTERFACE OF THE INTERPRETER AND THE IMPLEMENTATION 
An illustrated example: 
In this section, a construction process in the generator will be shown step by step. If the 
descriptions are change in a step, the description inquiry window will be shown. 
Figure 9 (a). The starting environment in AutoCAD for 3D ting tang generator. There are four 
view ports, the right one is the 3-dimensional view. The three on the left are (from top to 
bottom) :the top view, the front view and the section view. 
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Figure 9(b). Pull down menu and floating toolbar of the 3D ting tang generator (left). The four 
buttons on the toolbar (from left to right): Move forward, Back, Forward and Description 
inquiry. 
— — — — — — — — a — — — • _ • • I nil 533 
Help 1 
Move forward ^ B H B B B B H I I l B B B I i ^ ^ 
Backward ^ H Q ^ Q Q Q I S S S I H E E l ^ l l 
Forward-all ^H «=i> O Oi ^ ^H 
Start over | B H 
tang Generator 
Figure 9(c). When the user clicks the description inquiry button, the description inquiry window 
comes out and show the the initial state of the descriptions (right). 
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Step 1-1: choose the base point of the ting tang. 
The user clicks move forward button. The dialog window for choosing the base point 
comes out (figure 10). 
Figure 10. The dialog window for choosing the base point (left). The chosen base point of the 
plan diagram shown as an "X'bn the screen (right). 
-Base the plan diagram 
Pick on screen j 
X： |0 I 
r j O Q l Cancel | 
Step 1-2: choose the plan diagram 
The user clicks move forward button. Comes out the dialog window for plan diagram 
(figure 11 (a)). The user choose the diagram of 6-rafter x 7-bays. Then the window is 
closed and the drawing of a 6-rafter x 7-bays diagram is drawn on the screen (figure 
1 1 ( b ) ) . 
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Figure 11(a). The plan diagram window. 
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Figure 11(b). After the dialog window close, the diagram is drawn (left). The description 
window for the current drawing (right). 
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Step 1-3: draw the outmost columns 
The user clicks move forward button. No dialog window. The outmost columns are 
drawn(figure 12) 
Figure 12. The outmost columns are added. The description for column number at section is 
changed to 2. 
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Step 1 - 4: choose the roof type and jump number of dougong set 
The user clicks move forward button. The dialog window for choosing the roof type and 
jump number of dougong comes out (figure 13 (a)). The user chooses the roof type of xuan 
shan and the jump number of 1. The window closed and the diagram for dougong sets are 
drawn on top of the outmost columns (figure 13 (b)). 
Figure 13 (a). The dialog window for choosing the roof type and jump number of dougong. 
u , u , u i j 川 i j j . i j m f w i i [ 丨 , n i , 丨 
Please choose the roof type 
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I OK I Cancel | 
Figure 13(b). The dougong set diagram are added after the dialog window closed. The 
descriptions are changed accordingly. 
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Step 1-5: draw the circles showing the column positions. 
The user clicks the move forward button. The circles showing the column positions are 
drawn (figure 14). No dialog window. 
Figure 14. The circles showing the potential positions of the columns are added. The 
descriptions remain unchanged at this step. 
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Step 1-6: install the named beam(s) and inner long column(s) supporting the beam(s) at 
section. 
The user clicks the move forward button. The window for the rules installing named 
beams comes out. When this window comes out for the first time (the section diagram is 
with no column or beam as shown in figure 15 (c))，the ‘‘section finished" button at the 
bottom near the cancel button is dimmed (figure 15 (a)). By clicking the “<<，，and “〉〉，， 
buttons the user can browse the applicable rules in the two sections at the bottom of this 
window. The rules in these two sections are shown in figure 15 (b). 
Figure 15 (a). The dialog window for installing named beam at section comes out for the first 
time. 
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Figure 15 (b). The rules in the two bottom sections of the dialog window. The first 4 rules are in 
the front rule section and the other 4 are in the back rule section. 
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Figure 15 (c). The initial section diagram 
I^ H 
The user chooses the rule of front 1-rafter beam (figure 15 (d)) by click the choose button 
below the rule window. The dialog window is close and the rule apply to the section 
diagram (figure 15 (e)). 
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Figure 15(d). The user chooses the front 1-rafter beam rule. 
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Figure 15(e). The drawing and the description after applying the front 1-rafter rule 
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The user clicks the move forward button. The window for the rules installing named 
beams comes out (figure 15 (f)). The applicable rules in the two sections at the bottom of 
this window are shown in figure 15 � . 
Figure 15 (f). The dialog for installing the name beam. Notice that the "section finished" button 
at the bottom of the window now becomes active. 
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Figure 15(g). The rules in the two bottom sections of the dialog window after the user choosing 
the front I-rafter beam rule. The number of the rule in the left section reduces to 3 and the 
forth rule in the right window changes. 
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The user chooses the rule of back 4-rafter beam (figure 15 (h)). The dialog window is 
close and the rule apply to the section diagram (figure 15 (i)). 
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Figure 15 (h). The user chooses the back 4-rafter beam rule. 
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Figure 15(i). The drawing and the description 
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The user clicks the move forward button. The window for the rules installing named 
beams comes out (figure 15 � ) . T h e r e is only one applicable rule in the left bottom 
section as shown and the right bottom section is blank because no applicable rule in this 
section now. The user clicks the section finished button. The window is closed. The 
drawing and the description remains unchanged. 
Figure 15 (j). The dialog window for installing the name beam. 
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Section finished :':: ” 、 | cancel 
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Step 1 - 7: finish the roof of the section diagram 
For the next four clicks, each time the user click the move forward button, a beam or a 
short column or a short column and a beam is added at the section (figure 16 (a), (b), (c) 
and (d)). when the user click the move forward button for the fifth time, the rafter lines 
are drawn and the extra lines showing the column positions on the plan diagram are 
erased at the same time (figure 16 (e)). No dialog window for this step and the 
descriptions remain unchanged. 
Figure 16 (a). A beam is added to the section. 
&三 三三 g ' m ^ ^ b H H ^ ^ ^ ^ H H H j 
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Figure 16 (b). A short column and a beam are added. 
• M 
Figure 16 (c). A short column and a beam are added. 
日 監 赫 J : . 、 . : ： 
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Figure 16 (d). The short column on the top of the section is added. 
r ~ “ ^ ” ~ ‘ ~ r r r ' ^ � •‘ , ~ 一 ™ 
_ 
Figure 16 (e). draw the rafters at the section diagram and erase the extra lines showing the 
column positions on the plan diagram. 
Step 1-8: long section 
The user clicks the move forward button, the lines showing the purlins and the out 
columns and dougong sets for the xie shan roof type are added (figure 17 (a)). This is the last 
step of stage one. 
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Figure 17 (b). Ilic front view of the ring tang example. The red lines are the purlins in width. The 
red circle shows the position of the 6 purlins in depth for a xie shan type building. 
• K I M I B 
Figure 17 (c). 3D-diagram drawing. The parts in blue are the columns, beam and dougong sets 
that only appear in a xie shan building. 
Figure 17 (d). l l i e dialog window telling the user the first stage is done after step 1-8 
i i i i i m i i ^ — • ii nil mil 'II I 
Diagram finished! Move to next slage to import dimensions? 
[ O K Cancel 
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Stage two: 
Step 2-1: set the width of hays 
The user clicks the move forward button. The window for inputting the width of bays 
comes out (figure 18 (a)). If the user inputs illegal values, there will be a warning message 
shown at the bottom of this dialog window (figure 18 (b) and (c)). After the user setting 
proper values for the width of bays, the window is closed and the width of bays are 
imported to the drawing and the description for the bay widths is added (figure 18 (d)). 
Figure 18 (a). The dialog window for inputting the width of bays 
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Figure 18 (b). The user inputs illegal value of non-integer. The warning information is shown at 
the bottom of the dialog window. 
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Figure 18 (c). The user inputs illegal value that out of the allowed range. The warning 
information is shown at the bottom of the dialog window. 
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Figure 18 (d). the user set the width of the bays to be 350，300’ 250, and 200 in fen. The bay 
width dialog closed and the drawing change according to the user's settint^ 
H msmmssmm 
-Rafternum and bay number 
6 rafters, 7 bays building 
-Dougong jump and roof type 
with 1 jump dougong sets 
Xie shan 
- S ecion 
With 4 columns at section 
1 -rafter beam in front 
4-faftef beam in back 
-Dimensions 
Bay widthes: 350,300,250,200 
Rafter lengUi:— 
Column disposition in depth:— 
Height of the outmostcolumns:— 
Ju zhe:— 
Chu ji: ™ 
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Step 2-2: set the rafter length 
The user clicks the move forward button. The window for setting the rafter length comes 
out (figure 19 (a)). Similar to the bay widths window, if the user input illegal value, the 
warning message will appear at the bottom of the window, the result of this setting is 
shown in figure 19 (b). 
Figure 19 (a). The user set the rafter length to be 140 fen. 
rafler length; |140 | ^ 
「 - t j r ~ n | Cancel | 





-Rafternum and b ^ number 
6 raHefs. 7 bays buildng 
-Dougong jump and roof type- j 
with 1 jump dougong sets 
Xie shan 
-Secion 1 
W i h 4 columns at section 
1 -fdtef beam in front 
4'rdtef beam in back . 
-Difnen$iom 
Bay wishes: 350.300,250,200 
Rafter length: 140 
Column disposition in depth: 140,140.560 




Step 2-3: set the outmost column height 
The user clicks the move forward button and the window for setting the outmost column 
height comes out (figure 20 (a)). The drawing and the descriptions are changed (figure 20 
( b ) ) . 
Figure 20 (a). The user set the outmost column height to be 2 8 0 f e n . 
Outmost co lumn height: 280I 
OK I Cancel 
Figure 20 (b).the drawing changed accordingly. 
^^^WIBB i l ‘ 
-Raf lemum and bay number 1 ； 
6 rafters. 7 bays building 
-Dougong jump and roof type 
wilh 1 jump dougong sets 
Xie shan 
-Secion . — ~ 
With 4 columns a{ section 
‘ ： 
1 -rafter beam in front 
4-raftef beam in back 
-Dimensions ^ 
Baywidlhes: 3 5 0 . 3 0 0 . 2 5 0 . 2 0 0 
Rafter length: 140 
Column disposition in depth: 140,140,560 
Height of Ihe outmoslcolumns: 280 
Ju zhe:… 
Chu ji:… 
[ z g Q 
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Step 2-4: set the diameter of the rounded purlins 
The user clicks the move forward button and the window for setting the diameter of the 
rounded purlins (figure 21 (a)). The drawing is changed (figure 21 (b)). The diameter of 
the rounded purlin is not included in the description. 
Figure 21(a). The user sets the diameter of the rounded purlins to be 18 
B E S K E B K ^ ： ： ： 」 
Rounded purlin diameter: 28 " H 
C I M Z i l Cancel 
Figure 21(b).the drawing changed accordingly. No change to the description. Below is the 
section view the circles are the rounded purlins. 
, : ’ _ . . i v ： ,.-：：! 
I ilAPWIiliill'll 
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Step 2-5: set the ju 咖 
The user clicks the move forward button and the window for the tile type (figure 22 (a)). 
The rafter elevation in the drawing and the descriptions are changed (figure 22 (b)). This is 
the last step in stage two. 
Figure 22 (a). The user choose the tile type of tong im, 
F H B f B 科 、 X ‘ 
-Tile lype: 
(* Tong wa C Ban wa 
[…….OK ] | Cancel 
Figure 22 (b). The ju 功 e is set in the drawing and the description is changed. 
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-RaUernum and bay number • • • — ~ 
6 rafters, 7 b ^ building : 
-Dougong jump and roof lype 
with 1 jump dougong sets 
Xie shan 
-Secion 
With 4 columns at section 
1 -rafter beam in front 
4-rdftef beam in back 
—Dimensions . 
Bay widthes: 350,300,250,200 
Rafter length: 140 
Column disposition in depth: 140,140,560 
Height of Ihe oiimoskcolumns: 280 
Ju zhe: 243 • 99.9,7&7758,66.3242 
Chu ji:… 
o o l 
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Figure 22 (c). The section view of ju s^je 
Figure 22 (d). The dialog window telling the user the second stage is done after step 2-5 
I I I n i � n j i B B W u B i m B F I 、.凶： 
All the dimensions are imported! Move to nexl stage to install 3D components? 
[ :麗 : : ] 1 Cancel 
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Stage three: install the 3-dimensional components 
Step 3-1: install the outmost columns 
The user clicks the move forward button. The outmost columns are installed (figure 23). 
Figure 23. The outmost columns are installed. 
^ B I I H B H I I K 
Step 3-2: install the dougong sets 
The user clicks the move forward button. The dougong sets are installed (figure 24 (a)). The 
close-ups of the two types of dougong sets are shown in figure 24 (b). 
Figure 24 (a). The dougong sets are installed. 
HH ^ ^ P 
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Figure 24 (b). The dougong set on top of the non-corner column (top) and the dougong set on top 
of the corner column (bottom) 
Step 3-3: install the purlins near dougong sets 
The user clicks the move forward button. The purlins near the dougong sets are installed 
(figure 25). 
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Figure 25. The purlins near the dougong sets are installed. Below is the section close-up of these 
purlins and the dougong set. The purlins added in this step are shown in red (below). 
_ 
一 ^"^m 
^ ； ^ ^ ^ ^ I S ^ m ^ 
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Step 3-4: install beams and columns at section 
The user clicks the move forward button. The beams and the columns at the section are 
installed. 
Figure 26 (a). The top short column is added. 
• 
Figure 26 (b). The complete section with the pieces added in red 
• 
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Figure 26 (c). The beams and column at the section Jire copied to each bay. 
I"_丨|丨丨 
Figure 26 (h). The beams at the outmost bays for the xie shan roof type are added. 
• 
Step 3-5: install the purlins 
the purlins installed at this step are similar to the purlins installed in step 3-3 (figure 27 (a) 
and (b). 
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Figure 27 (a) the purlins added shown in red. 
m 
Figure 27 (b) Section view of the purlins and a pair of dou supporting them on top of each 
dougong set except the corner sets added in this step. 
ill 
Step 3-6 install the rounded purlins 
This is the last step in stage three. The user clicks the move forward button. The rounded 
purlins and the pieces supporting these purlins will be added (figure 28). 
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Figure 28. The rounded purlins are added. 
_ 
Step 3-7 install the rafters 
The user clicks the move forward button. The window for setting the diameter of the 
rafters comes out (figure 29 (a)). The rafters are added (figure 29 (b)). This is the last step 
in stage three and the 3-dimensional ting tang is completed. 
Figure 29. The window for the diameter of the rafters. 
s s a s B B B B a e r ：： m 
Choose the diameter of 丨afters: 
r 7 fen 
(T 8 fen 
[ H O K ^ Z i l Cancel 
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Figure 29 (b). The rafters are added. 
The two types of step: deterministic and nondeterministic steps 
Nor mater deterministic or nondeterministic, all the steps are necessary for completing a 
ting tang. Although for the deterministic steps the user has no choice on rules, these steps 
are the necessary steps that form the style of ting tang. The nondeterministic steps also are 
the steps that form the style where the user is involved to make a choice on rules 
Stage one 
For the diagram stage, all the drawings have no dimension. But in order to draw them in 
AutoCAD, there must be some dimension for them. Chen Mingda (1992) worked out a 
series possible dimensions in fen for the components. The dimensions for the diagram 
drawing refer Chen's results. If they are from Chen's inferrer, the dimension will be the 
smallest of the possible value. If they are not, they are set by me. The dimensions of a 
diagram will always be the smallest of the possible values. This will ensure that at stage 
two, the importing dimension will only enlarge the drawing. 
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There is only one non-deterministic step in stage one, step 1-6: installing the named 
beam(s) and column(s). 
Step 1-1: choose the base point of the ting tang (figure 10). 
The base point picked by the user on the screen is denoted by a " X ". It is the center of 
ting taug at x-coordinate direction and the axis of the ting tang at y-coordinate direction goes 
through it. 
Step 1-2: choose the plan diagram (figure 11) 
Tow parameters, the number of rafters and the number of bays, decide plan diagram. No 
mater what the rules for generating a plan diagram, once the two parameters are decided, 
the plan diagram is determined. In the plan diagram window, there's no rule for the user 
to choose to construct the plan diagram. What the user sees are all the possible plan 
diagrams. The way I present the choice is enumerative rather than generative as Li uses 
several rules to generate the grid of the plan diagram. The plan diagram grid of ting tang is 
very simple. The topology between the grid cells is fixed which is different from the 
Palladian grammar (Stiny and Mitchell, 1978) where some of the grid cells will be merged 
together to form rooms. The advantage for putting it enumerative is that the user sees 
directly what the designs will be and all the possibilities. The disadvantage of being 
enumeradve is that without the generative power, the user can only have a finite number 
of plan diagrams to choose from, for example, the user can not create a building with 12 
rafters or with 13 bays. 
If using shape rules to express the content of this dialog window, we can have one rule for 
each the plan diagram in the window. The left hand side of the rule will be the "x" that 
denote the base point chosen by the user. The right hand side will be one plan diagram 
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that in the window. There are 15 plan diagrams for the user to choose. So we can have 15 
rules in our grammar for plan diagram. 
The plan diagram window has four frames. Each frame includes the plan diagrams with 
the same rafter number. There is a button below each drawing. By clicking the button, the 
program closes the window and draws the plan diagram chosen. 
Step 1 - 4: choose the roof type and jump number of dougong set (figure 13) 
These two parameters are set in one window. The jump number decides a single dougong 
set and the roof type] decide how the dougong sets on the four outmost columns at the 
two ends of the ting tang will be. So they are set in the same time. This window will tell the 
user what decision should be made to set the dougong sets for a ting tang. 
Step 1-6: install the named beam(s) and inner long column(s) (figure 15) 
This is the only window where the rules are shown to the user in shape grammar format. 
There are five sections in this window: (1) the tongyan (clear bay) rule (2) the fen xin (central 
divided) rule, (3)the front beam rules (4)the back beam rules (5)the section finished and 
the cancel buttons. 
By clicking the “ � � ” and the “<<，，butons below the front or back beam rule window, 
the user can check the applicable rules. By browsing the rules in the window, the user will 
find out that the heights of the columns are fixed while the lengths of the beams added 
change and the descriptions change. 
3 If the roof type is xieshan, the douepns, sets on the four outmost columns at the two ends will be comer sets that are 
different from the s^hutoN sets. A comer dougoug set is very complex and protean in structure. So the corner set is 
simplified a lot to show its difference only. Actually the roof type not only decides the structure of the dougong sets but 
also determines the form of the comer beams and the length of the purlins at the roof. So the user only sees pan of 
the result for choosing the roof type at this step. 
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In this dialog window, the rules' function in changing the shapes is same as the rules for 
installing the named beams in Li's grammar. They all install one beam or one column or a 
beam and a column to the section and change the descriptions of the section part. The 
label in the rules of this dialog window is different from those in Li's original grammar. 
Let's call the rules in this dialog window the new section rules. There is only one type of 
label in these new section rules, the column location indicator, a red circle. The rule in 
figure 30 is from Li's interpreter. In this rule, the circles below the baseline show the 
length of the beams. The triangle below the column on the left hand side is a contextual 
label that shows where the rule applies on the current shape. 
Figure 30. A rule from the set-based interpreter by Li. 
o be2 be2, 3-rafter beam in front 
‘> A4 be3 wKh c+1 columns 
• o o o o O O • bc2 <~bc2 .前三様伏 
A A bc3<~-用 c+1 柱 
Why no labels as the hollow circles in the new section rules? One, the description is 
associated to the shape rule. The user can read the description to get the length of the 
beam instead of counting the hollow circle labels. Two, all the rules with different beam 
length are grouped in one window and bring fourth to the user dynamically. So she can 
observe the rules in all to see the difference of the beam length. 
On the right hand side of the rule, there is a gap between the left end of the beam and the 
top of the column. This is because of the dougong set which is not included in the rule. The 
column indicator shows the position where must be a long column or a short column. 
The beam install by applying these rules have two different types. One is that supported 
by the outmost column. The end adjacent to the outmost column is connected to sbmtou. 
The other type is the beam supported by two inner columns (either short or long ones). 
The line added by applying the rule represent the beam is actually the bottom position of 
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the 3-dimenstional beam. So it is not start from the top end of the line representing the 
newly added inner column. 
The section rules shown in the dialog window are 2-dimensional. The user has to find the 
right view port to locate the match condition for the rule. Although it is not very difficult, 
it is not explicit as in Li's interpreter where the user can preview the effect of the rule 
applicadon on the current shape. 
The cascaded way of grouping the front or the back named beam rules forms a dynamic 
effect which can only be achieved by computer implementation. It is impossible to make 
the rules dynamic in written grammar. The only thing can do to organize the rule in a 
written grammar is to arrange the similar rules in certain way to emphasize the similarity as 
well as the variety 
Step 1- 7: finish the roof of the section diagram (figure 16) 
After installing the name beams and the corresponding columns for the section, the 
processes left in the first stage are all deterministic. But these processes are still divided 
into several steps. The first is to finish the roof part for the section. The column position 
indicators must be replaced with long columns or short columns. The columns installed in 
last step are all long ones and this step is for short ones only as well as the beam 
connected to the short column installed. The step installing the short columns and beams 
consists of several steps. For each of these sub steps, one short column and its 
corresponding beam are installed. The sequence is from the outside to center. The last 
short column to be installed is the one supporting the ridge purlin. 
Although the step for installing the short columns is deterministic where the user has no 
choice and no rule is shown to her, this step is finished in several sub steps. These sub 
steps may be different according to the previous step where the long inner columns and 
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beams are installed. The column indicators left can be of different number or of different 
distributing location. 
The short columns and the beams they support are installed in sub steps. If the click the 
backwards button, they will be erased together at one time. It is a deterministic step and 
the user can see the process of how each short column and the beam it support is installed 
so that it is not necessary to repeat a simple reversed process when go backwards. 
Next is to draw the rafters to finish the roof for the section and finish the plan diagram by 
erasing the extra lines of those indicate the potential column positions. In order to keep 
the 3-dimensional view clear to the user, only one section is shown. For a xuan shan 
building, the work left for completing the 3-dimensional diagram is to copy the finished 
section to every bay. For a xie shan building, since the two outmost bays are different at 
the roof and all the column at these two bays are of the same height of the outmost 
columns, there is a additional step for a xie shan building, that is to draw the column at the 
outmost bays according to the inner section and the lines indicate the column positions at 
the plan diagram. 
Next is to draw the purlins and the length of the purlin is different according to its 
location and the roof type. This is the last step for stage one. 
Stage two 
Stage two is importing the dimensions to the diagram drawing from stage one. There is no 
graphic rule in shape grammar format shown to the user. The dialog windows for 
imputing the dimensions use drawings indicate the user where the dimensions correspond 
to. 
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The dimensions are widths of each bay, rafter length, outmost column height, diameter of 
the purlins at the roof and the length of chu jt for xuan shan building. These dimensions 
are imported in sequence from bottom to the top, from center to the ends of the drawing. 
The unit for the dimensions at this stage is fen which is not absolute dimension. 
Step 2-1: set the width of bays (figure 18) 
After the user specifies the dimensions for each bay in the dialog window, the program 
import the dimensions to the bays. The plan diagram is enlarged with the base point 
chosen by the user as the center. All the other parts of the 3d diagram built on the plan 
are moved to their new positions associated with the half-completed plan with the 
dimension of the bay widths. 
There are some constraints for the width of the bays. The left bays and the right bays are 
symmetrical For a ting tang with n bays where n is an odd number, the user input (n- 1) / 
2 dimensions in the dialog window. The first is for the center bay {nnngjian), the last is for 
the two end bays {shao jian) and those in between the two are for the bays in between the 
center bay and the two end bays. The latter dimension should not bigger than its 
preceding one. If the user's input does not fulfill this constraint, there will be a warning at 
the bottom of the dialog window. According to Chen Mingda (1992), the widths of the 
bays are determined by the number of bu jian dougong sets which is not included in this 
study and neither in Li's grammar. 
Step 2-2: set the rafter length (figure 19) 
After the user deciding the rafter length, first the half-completed plan is changed in depth. 
The parts left move to the new position in depth accordingly. Now the plan diagram is 
transformed into a complete plan with dimensions. 
4 For a xuan shan building, the purlins' ends of the purlins exceed the outmost bay. The distance between the end of the 
purlin and the comcr column is called chuji. 
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Step 2-3: set the outmost column height (figure 20) 
According to the regulations in the Yingi^ao fasbi, the heights of the outmost columns vary 
depending on their location. The ones at the left and right ends of the building are the 
tallest and the ones at the center bay are the shortest. Li's grammar simplified them to be 
the same height. So does the generator. After use's input for outmost column height, the 
outmost columns are extended to the assigned dimension. The parts that above the 
outmost columns are lifted up and the inner columns are extended correspondingly 
according to the changes of the components they connected to. 
Step 2-4: set the diameter of the rounded purlins (figure 21) 
This is the only window that asks the user to decide the section dimension of 
components. In stage one, the rounded purlins are shown as a line without section 
dimension. Most of the section dimensions of the components are decided by the linear 
dimension such as the beam section or has absolute dimension in fen such as the pieces in 
the dougong set. But there is no such regulation on the rounded purlins. The book only 
gives a possible fen range for them. So the diameter of the rounded purlins is for the user 
to decide. The rounded purlins changed form a point at the section into a circle. 
Step 2-5: set the ju 咖(figure 22) 
Ju i^he is the roofs elevation. Li (2001) considers ju 咖 in the Yingt^ao fashi perfectly 
generative. It is a completely deterministic process at the same time. Once the rafter 
length, the jump number of dougong set and the tile type are determined, both the ju (to 
raise the ridge purlin) and the ！^he (to lower the rafters and purlins at roof except the ridge 
purlin) are set. There will be a window ask the user to decide the tile type. Then the rafters 
with the right elevation dimensions will be drawn. The short columns, the beams and the 
inner columns at the section will be changed and the rounded purlins supporting the 
rafters will be raised correspondingly. 
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Stage three 
In this stage, the 3-dimenstdonal components are installed from the bottom to the top. 
The user's task at this stage is to move the process to proceed forward. The only 
dimension the user specifies in this stage is the diameter of the rafters. The section 
dimension of other components (except the round purlins at the roof, which diameters 
are set in stage two) are either decided by their linear dimension such as the beams or have 
fixed section such as the pieces in dougong set. 
The interface and user control 
The process of constructing a ting tang is controlled by the move forward button at the 
tool bar as shown in the illustrated example. The user's choice on rules and assignment 
for parameters is carried out in dialog boxes. The screen is divided into four view ports. 
The graphic interface in AutoCAD is quite limited. When there is a dialog box displayed 
on the screen, no command can be executed. So the rules cannot always display on the 
screen. They can only be called when needed. On the other hand, this limitation may not 
be all of disadvantage for interface of the generator. It raises some clarity by preventing 
the user see the non-applicable rules. In this sense, the limitation reduces distraction and 
the user will not pick a "wrong rule". 
The back and forward buttons 
The derivation in shape grammar is a very useful feature that records the transformation 
process of the design and the rule application sequence. Since the derivation of the ting 
tang is not included in the generator, the back and forward button are designed to be 
partial substitution for the derivation. They are partial because that the user can browse 
the derivation process with the help of the two button and she can see the individual 
entity in a derivation one for each time but can not overview them as a whole. Also, with 
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the back button, the user can go backwards at any moment if she is not content with any-
choice she made before and to make new choice on rules or dimensions. 
For most of the steps in the three stages, the backward button changes the drawing to the 
state before the user clicking the move forward button, that is the going back and moving 
forward is equal. But the steps shown in figure 16 (a), (b), (c) and (d), the steps installing 
the short columns and beams with these short columns at the roof, are exceptional. When 
the drawing is as figure 16 (a) or (b) or (c) shown, if the user want to go backward and she 
click the back button she will find that nothing happens to the drawing, i.e. she cannot go 
back at this moment. When the drawing is as figure 16(d) shown and the user click the 
back button, the drawing will return to the 15(i), i.e. all the short columns and beams with 
these short columns at the roof are erased although they are installed in separated steps. 
The inquiry window 
The inquiry window includes all the descriptions for a ting tang design. It can be called by-





The 3D ting tang generator is a shape grammar interpreter with fixed rules built in. The 
focus of this implementatdon is how to restructure the written analytical shape grammar 
for implementation and how to present the restructured version of the grammar to the 
user. The interface design and the user interaction are the center theme of this 
implementation. 
The implemented grammar is reorganized into steps in three stages. Each step includes 
one or more rules in the grammar. What the user sees in the generator is not exactly the 
same as the rules in the original written grammar. The restructuring of the written 
grammar involves distinguishing the deterministic and non-deterministic processes, which 
emphasis where the user has choices and set her free from coping with the less 
meaningful deterministic steps. It takes twenty odd steps to build the final product so that 
it is more efficient for the user to create designs and examine the language the grammar 
defined than using the original written grammar. 
Dynamic rules 
The rules are static in written grammars. The richer media in computer brings a new 
dynamic way of presenting the rules. McGill's Shaper2D is a good example. In Shaper2D, 
when the user changes the spatial relationship between the shapes or their size, the results 
of these operations will show on the screen in real time. McGill's dynamic rule 
presentation involves one single rule. In my implementation, the dynamic rule 
presentation is about rule group. In the generator, some rules for installing the named 
beams are grouped and shown in one section of the dialog window where the user sees 
only one rule that is “on the top". The grouping is where the dynamic effect comes from 
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and the dynamic presentation emphasizes the common feature among these rules as well 
as the distinction between them. 
The real time response to user's operation in Shaper2D embodies the idea of directly 
manipulating shapes in shape grammar. The grouped rule presentation in the generator 
shows that the rules can be more explanatory with careful organization. These are extra 
advantages that computer implementation brings to shape grammar. 
With the virtual 3D environment in computer, we get a different visualization of the 
designs, 3D model, than on paper. The 3D models can be easily converted to physical 
form with 3D printing system, which makes this interpreter a useful tool for digital 
fabrication. 
Derivation and labels 
I focus on the user interaction in this study. What the underlying shape grammar 
mechanism requires is not the primary concern in this implementation. Some features in 
shape grammar are not implemented or not implemented in the real way how they work 
in shape grammar. The derivation is the missing feature in this implementation and the 
labels are not implemented in the real shape grammar way. 
The derivation in shape grammar records user's choices on rules. Also, it presents the 
design transformation process. A derivation contains rich information. But in the 
generator, the user cannot see a derivation as on paper. There is no record for rule 
applications. The user cannot examine the design transformation to get the overview of 
how many rule applications in all and what is involved in each step. She can only check 
the transformation on the screen by going backward and forward alternatively to review 
the different design state one at each time. So it is impossible for the user to really 
compare two or more design states conveniently on the screen because there is only one 
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design state can be shown on the screen. It is impossible to divide a separate space in the 
drawing space of AutoCAD for showing the design states which are complicated 3D 
drawings. 
When applying shape grammar manually, the labels in the rules are necessary for the user 
to identify the matching condition. These non-shape labels enable user to understand 
when a rule is applicable and how this rule is applied graphically without textual direction. 
There are two kinds of labels in the rules installing named beams from Li's original 
grammar. The hollow circles at the bottom of the drawing are the ones that showing the 
length of the beam installed. The solid triangle tells the user where to find the matching 
for this rule on the current design. This implementation does not implement these labels. 
In the rules that shown to the user, there is only one type of label, the circles showing the 
purlins location and the top of short or long columns. In shape grammar, labels are 
non-shapes that different from the shapes in a rule. But the implementation of both 
shapes and labels are the same in the generator. Although the original labels are not 
included in the rules shown to the user, the rules still work correctly because it is the 
interpreter's task to find the matching condition and apply the rule correctly for the user. 
Actually, in the code for the rules, there are segment that provides same function of some 
labels. I have one variable to store the location of the last column installed. It is of the 
same function as the solid triangle in the original rules. The things need to work out is 
how to show this code segment on the screen in graphical form as a label. 
The limited interface within AutoCAD 
Although the interface design is the center issue this implementation intended to address, 
it turns out very restricted mainly because of the AutoCAD environment. The dialog 
windows are the only places where the user communicates with the program. But these 
windows cannot be shown on the screen permanentdy as in Li's set-base shape grammar 
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interpreter. The windows jump out "suddenly" whenever user's choice is needed but 
without informing the user beforehand. The user has to find out the connection between 
the information in the dialog window and the result in the drawing. It is ideal to give the 
user an overview of what to expect before the process start. This overview along with the 
derivation will give the user clear idea of what will happen next and what happened 
already. As an interpreter for a teaching grammar, this is the appealing way an interpreter 
should be so that the user can use and learn in an explicit way. 
The generator draws everything in AutoCAD from scratch. The diagram and the 3D 
components can be pre-defined as symbols and with all these symbols we have a library 
for the grammar implemented. This library should also open to the user for her to see the 
different object that especially the 3D components to enhance her understanding on ting 
tang. This reminds us that may be every implementation for analytical shape grammars 
needs such a object libraty which provides the basic elements forming the existing style. 
Fixed rules 
Shape grammar is a theory for understanding styles. A shape grammar interpreter is the 
tool for people to perform the task of decoding certain style in computer. But the user of 
an interpreter can "decode" a style only if the interpreter fully supports Li's model of 
"designer-centered generative design" which a general interpreter can do. That means that 
the interpreter should not only produce designs but also be a tool for the user to define 
rules and change the rules if necessary. The user cannot change the rules in the generator. 
So if the user builds some ting tang design which she consider "illegal", she can do nothing 
about this because the only way to get rid of this illegal design is to find out what rules 
cause the illegalness and change these rules. The only one who can change the rules in the 
generator is myself. The only way to change the rules is to modify the codes for the rules 
rather than directly change the graphical rules. 
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Shape grammar implementations usually implement the rules one by one since rules are 
viewed as smallest steps. For the 3D ting tang generator, I skip the deterministic steps in 
the grammar without implementing the rules for these steps. For the rules shown to the 
user, my strategy is to simulate the effect without really working out internal 
representation for those rules. The "non-faithful" simulation (to shape grammar 
mechanism) is where the dynamic rules come from. This work is really a simulation than 
an implementation. By merely simulating, we have an automated grammar in hand to 
generate designs and get a interactive interface for the user. In this sense, simulation could 
be one option for people need shape grammar interpreters. What we define shape 
grammar implementation should include simulation. 
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